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Abstract —The purpose of this study is to improve the management model and its application to track and field (T&F) web course 
teaching activity resources. The research methods included literature, expert interview, questionnaire survey, mathematical 
statistics, system settings, software editing etc. Results show: i) user Information includes students’ and teachers’ basic information 
and authorized management system; ii) My Resources has the features of synchronization and updating of teaching activity 
resources; iii) Course Property Resources include course introduction, teaching tasks and achievements of teachers, development 
and trends of courses; iv) Teaching Task collects, classifies and edits the resources such as assignments, tests and forums, which 
meet the management demand of diverse teaching task arrangements and the evaluation system. Our conclusion: the resource 
modules have characteristics, and they are interactive between each other and, complementary with each other, which is conducive 
to the integration and organization of T&F teaching activity resources. 
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I. INTRODUCTION  

     The Distance Education Resource Construction Technical 
Standards Committee of Education Ministry of China put 
forward the "the web course is a certain subject's teaching 
content and teaching activities performed on the web, and its 
the teaching goal, teaching outline, teaching strategies are 
organized together to form its teaching content with a 
corresponding support environment." In the modern world, 
the direction of education and training reform in advanced 
countries is, under the guide of competency-based education, 
to make students meet the requirements of the correspondent 
social professions, to reflect the students' dominant position 
in the learning process, to project the actual demand of the 
major to the knowledge system design of the web course [1], 
[12], [14], [11]. 
     Teaching resources management model is reflected in 
computer, network videos, comparison between domestic 
and international videos for vocational education based on 
industrial culture[3], [15], [16], and the mode of managing 
web-based course is based on material [13], [18]. Building 
web course management system based on basic computer 
course, put forward the mode of class management, online 
and offline teaching management, online examination, 
homework and its correcting [9], [19]. Open network video 
courses resource management puts forward that the web 
courses in foreign countries have an edge, which is found in 
the comparative application research on the Chinese and 
foreign web course's video resources[10], [14]. 
      The collaborative activity of web course is the platform 
for team interaction, exchange of ideas and its evaluation and 
optimization. The management of web course has the team 
cooperation spirit, scientific knowledge, basic theoretical 
knowledge of teaching design, answering design skills, 

teaching evaluation skills, feedback skills and the teaching 
design skills of web-based teaching system [2], [18], [20]. 
      Currently, the research on the relevant theoretical system 
of T&F web course is mainly in the following respects: the 
design mode of web course of T&F in physical education[5], 
the basic attributes [6], course content[7], and course 
parameters, class and members, the settings of T&F 
assignment database[18]. However, there is a lack of 
literature for web course teaching resources management of 
T&F, so the in-depth and comprehensive study on web 
course teaching resources management models, such as 
home page information resource, course property resource, 
teaching task resource, T&F question library resource, web 
course teaching resources management, links and features of 
resources, which will help improve the updating, demand 
and management effect of the resources of track and field 
course, and which has practical significance. 

II. STUDY OBJECTS AND METHODOLOGY 

A. Study objects 

Take the web course of T&F in Guangzhou University as 
an example; study the management effect of this web 
course's resources. 

B. Methods 

1) Literature study 
      Search for the cases of college web course management 
at home and abroad over the decade, particularly the 
references on the home page information resource, course 
property resource, teaching task resource, T&F question 
library resource, web course teaching resources management 
in college T&F web course. Search in the authoritative 
journals related to the resources to lay a basis for this web 
course's resources management and maintenance. 
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2) Interview: Further collect comments and suggestions 
from experts and professors from the network center and 
School of Physical Education in Guangzhou University; 
analyze the comprehensive resources application and 
maintenance about home page information resource, course 
property resource, teaching task resource, T&F question 
library resource, web course teaching resources 
management in college T&F web course to make sure the 
effectiveness of the course's resources management. 

3) Questionnaire survey:  On May 5, 2015, 390 shares 
of questionnaires referring to the T&F network course, 
which had been handed out to 30 experts and 360 students 
(the students of each grade is 50 people in physical 
education, a total of 200 students; the students of each grade 
in social sports is 40 persons, a total of 160 students) with 
random sampling methods in the network center and T&F 
teaching field in Guangzhou University. All questionnaires 
were withdrawn, and the withdrawal rate is 100%. 

a) Validity Test of Questionnaires: Delphi Method is 
adopted in this research and 20 experts are asked to assess 
the questionnaires in the aspects of "content validity" and 
"structure validity" to guarantee the validity and reliability 
of the questionnaires; The result shows that 8 of the experts 
believe that the effect of the questionnaires content is very 
high, 9 high, 3 average; 9 of the experts' evaluation is very 
high to the structure validity, 9 high, 2 average; no one 
thinks it low or very low. Generally, the questionnaires have 
high validity and meet the requirements of the research 
project. 

b) Reliability Test of Questionnaires: In order to 
improve the stability of the questionnaires, the accuracy of 
the assessment should be stable and unanimous. Small 
sample retest method is adopted in the reliability test of 
questionnaires, a small number of samples are drawn from 
the total samples as the objects of the second test which is 
carried out in 15 days, the test correlation index r=0.816, 
which is high in questionnaire reliability. 

C. The mathematical statistics 

      Use SPSS 16.0 statistical software to account the 390 
shares questionnaires about the effects of resources 
management of its network course from the experts and 
students of the network center and class teaching in 
Guangzhou University, it provides empirical evidence for 
the study. 

D. System Design Method 

      Determine the functions of the course's teaching 
resource modules and their organic combination according 
to the learning theories, the teaching requirements and the 
logical relationship between the content and resources of 
teaching to improve the actual application effects. 

E. Software programming method 

      According to the web course designing requirements of 
Specifications of Modern Remote Resource Design 

Technique, which was carried out by Ministry of Education 
in 2000, this platform is developed with soft wares, such as 
flash, premiere and WCB course ware making tool produced 
through the cooperation between Guangzhou University and 
Nanjing Qiaomu Science and Technology Ltd . 

III. RESOURCE MANAGEMENT METHODS 

A. User resource management model 

1) Teacher and student user information:   
Teacher/student user information includes user name, 
password, change password and password retrieve; on the 
basic information column there are user name, head portrait, 
address, QQ number or email address; on bulletin board 
there are student/teacher notice, network center notice, 
notice from office of teaching affairs, other students' 
information and send message. User statistics: on line time, 
login times, individual points. 

Students (or teacher) user name is the user's real name 
(displayed in Chinese or in English), user ID number 
(written by the school), the password is composed of the 
user's student ID number (the original password is written by 
the office of teaching affairs), users can also design their 
own user ID and password through the modification system 
of user ID number and password. Password retrieve system 
is based on inputting information in the dialog box according 
to the correspondent question, such as user name, email 
address, your beloved objects and etc., your original user 
name and password will be shown automatically to you 
when you enter the correct information. The column of basic 
information of the user is to be filled out with user name, 
home and dormitory addresses, school and its address, QQ 
number, email, phone number and head portrait(according to 
the requirement of the office of teaching affairs) and these 
information shall be updated regularly. Teacher notice, 
network center notice, notice from office of teaching affairs, 
other students' information and send message on bulletin 
board help students follow the information of the course and 
internship out of school; students can also communicate with 
each other in the communication platform. 

2) My resources management model: My resources 
module includes the following materials: T&F teaching, 
T&F research, personal information, T&F refereeing, T&F 
training, T&F competition and graduation thesis. My 
Resources can meet the demand of teaching resources 
supply with its quick update, diverse content and forecast of 
the recent or future needed materials; the administrator shall 
search for potential innovative materials and update the 
teaching resources on a regular basis according to the needs 
of the development of the course teaching. This section 
shows the available space, the used space, the free space, 
folder name and number of files of My Resources; user can 
also edit file names and delete files (Figure 1). 
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Figure 1.  My resources 

      File name, file size, type of resources and upload time are 
displayed in the folder; the management features of browse, 
edit and delete are also provided. Each column is with 
multiple function keys for file management: resource search, 
delete resource, add folders, upload files, move, resources 
synchronization, copy to course, positioning and up (Figure 
2). 
 

 

Figure 2.  Teaching materials 

      In resource search column, research materials can be 
found accurately through setting resource name, resource 
type, file size, date range and uploader; the number of items 
displayed in the list can be set (10, 20, 30 / per page), the 
features of delete, move and return are provided. Click 
"browse" to enter the resource information to check its basic 
property: resource name, uploader user number, upload time 
(yyyy-mm-dd, hour-minute-second), resource type: word file, 
file size (KB), resource introduction (brief introduction), 
click "browse" in resource content to view its content, click 
"close" to exit. Delete resource: select a resource or multiple 
resources (such as teaching materials or research materials) 
in My Resources, click "delete resource" to delete the 
resource. 

 Add folder: first is to fill in the folder attribute with the 
folder name (required); then click "submit" to finish the 
operation, click "cancel" to return. The folder name can be 
edited: click edit to fill in the theme content; the folder can 
also be deleted. The user can also click on the folder, enter 
the folder directory, the user can check the resource space of 
each folder (the largest available memory: 10000 M), 
occupied space and free space. 
      upload files: fill in the file's property, upload type 
(required items: upload physical file- resource name, 
physical file - browse local "my documents, disk D, disk C" 

choose documents, resource type—CSF file, WORD file, 
Kejian online tutoring documents, Word files, text files, PPT 
files, compressed files, FLASH animations, EXCEL files, 
RM videos, and other documents as required items), resource 
content of the document are described with concise language, 
submit to complete the file upload, cancel to return. Links: 
URL dialog box (required). Upload type is text, the resource 
name (required) and the text can be edited in format, font 
style, size, background color, document module, browsing, 
image, video, Excel format, expression and special symbols. 
Other dialog boxes are the same with the above. 
      Resources synchronization: enter the resource 
synchronizing process and click resource synchronization: 
virtual directory, physical path, choose synchronize 
personnel, click personnel selection list to set the number of 
items displayed each page (10, 20, and 30 items per page), 
personnel number, name, department name, choose item and 
click query or query all, and finally click "choose" to 
complete personnel resources synchronization. Copy to 
course: choose copy to course structure, tick T&F 2 and 
directory, click "submit" to complete the operation. Location: 
the location of the file in the course section. Up: return to the 
previous page. 

3) Management of course property resources: Course 
property includes introduction, course director, chief 
instructor, teaching staff, course description, course video, 
self-evaluation, course construction and planning, course 
syllabus, properties defined by the course administrator in 
the background, or course properties defined by user making 
tools. Course introduction includes course structure, course 
applicable targets; course director is responsible for the 
construction of the web course, including the basic 
information, research projects, teaching achievement, the 
research direction; chief instructor includes name, title, 
responsible for which courses, teaching hours and contents; 
teaching staff includes the staff's age, title, the description of 
each member to take the T&F teaching content, age, title, 
education background, scientific research field and 
achievement; course description includes course property 
design, course content, time allocation, course assessment 
methods, teaching mode; teaching video includes classroom 
teaching videos (micro class, standard class); self-evaluation 
is the teacher's self-evaluation; course construction and plan 
is the current (near future planning) mode of course 
construction and new measures to strengthen management. 
Course syllabus is the effective teaching outline of each 
semester and the implementation guidance of track and field 
teaching. Course property is upgraded as the course reform 
goes on, the course plan is made according to the course 
plan of the whole school and the syllabus is set according to 
the teaching situation (Figure 3). 
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Figure 3.  course property resources columns display  

      Operations on the course property: add main column, 
modify the name of the column, add subordinate column, 
column content management (modify name and content, 
change the order of subordinate column; the modification 
function: upload physical file- resource name, physical file - 
browse local "my documents, disk D, disk C" choose 
documents, resource type ----CSF file, WORD file, Kejian 
online tutoring documents, Word files, text files, PPT files, 
compressed files, FLASH animations, EXCEL files, RM 
videos, and other documents), delete and display (activate 
display) (Figure 3).  

B. Resource management model of teaching task 

1) Resource management model of question library of 
teaching task: Question library contains questions of T&F 
required courses, elective courses and minor courses; 
different questions for different teaching tasks in different 
terms, different types of questions for different stages and 
content level in the same semester; the content includes 
T&F teaching methods, teaching cases, training guide, new 
method of T&F referee, organization of T&F games, T&F 
research, practice, requirements of applied personnel, T&F 
fitness organization and medical protection, all questions are 
sorted according to their question type. Questions can be 
added through "save question" in My Resources or theory 
teaching or in practice to improve the question library, 
which helps making test papers and assignment extraction. 
      Condition query and query all: choose (10, 20, 50, 75, 
100) items per page, question type choosing dialog box 
(essay questions, Q&A questions, operation questions, 
calculation questions, blanks, true or false questions, 
multiple choice, single choice, short answer questions), 
choose a certain subdirectory in the course structure in the 
content structure dialog box (such as the question library of 
T&F 2), fill in the score range (four or more answer score 
minimum to maximum), create time (yyyy--mm--dd), the 
initial time period and output time (hour, minutes and 
seconds), from the date/time choice -- web page dialog 
options. 
       Add questions: choose question type dialog box (essay 
questions, Q&A question, operation questions, calculation 
questions, blanks, true or false questions, multiple choice, 
single choice, short answer questions). The first is to fill in 
the question text, use the tool bar in the dialog box to edit 
the text (cut, copy, paste, paste text, paste from MS Word, 
cancel, select all, clear format, bold, font-style italic, 
underline, subscript, superscript, left alignment, align center, 

right alignment, insert/edit hyperlink, cancel hyperlink, 
insert/edit image, insert/edit Flash, insert/edit windows 
audios and videos, insert/edit Real media, insert/edit tables, 
insert/edit special signs); the second is to compile answers, 
the same multifunctional keys as in the question editing are 
provided in the answer dialog box, which helps edit the 
answers and help student get a better understanding of the 
answers; the third is property dialog box, the user selects 
difficulty level (very easy, easy, medium, difficult, very 
difficult), points (such as 1 points or 2 points), finish time 
(how long); the fourth is submit or return (click submit 
button to save data and return to list page, click return to 
return to list page directly). Add question text, points and 
right answers when adding Q&A questions, operation 
questions and calculation questions. 
      Add blanks: fill in the blanks with question text and the 
marks to represent blanks. Next: when editing answers, the 
number of answers must be consistent with the previously 
set marks; next: feedback, that is, the detailed explanation of 
the question and answer; next: property, difficulty level 
(select one from very easy, easy, medium, difficult, very 
difficult), points (positive integers), finish time (minutes), 
click submit to complete the operation or click return to 
return directly. 
       Add true or false question: add questions and points, 
and then point out the correct answer, give feedback to 
users' answers. The first is the filling in of question text; the 
second is the serial number setting of answers (none; 1,2,3; 
ABC; abc), select arrangement mode (vertical or horizontal); 
the third is to select the answer (Yes/No; Ture/False; 
agree/disagree); next: detailed explanation dialog box, the 
question remarks dialog box; next: property, difficulty level 
(select one from very easy, easy, medium, difficult, very 
difficult), points (positive integers), finish time (minutes), 
click submit to complete the operation or click return to 
return directly. 
      Add multiple/single choice: add question text and then 
add points and answer numbers. Add the answer options and 
give the correct answer, give feedback (response) to users' 
questions. The first is the filling in of question text; the 
second is the serial number setting of answers (none; 1,2,3; 
ABC; abc), select arrangement mode (vertical or horizontal), 
the random option is available; the third is the answer, select 
the number of the answers, fill in the column with the 
answers and then choose the right answer, the number of the 
answers are 10 maximum (feature: delete, edit in the dialog); 
the fourth is feedback: detail explanation of the questions 
(fill in the dialog box); question remarks (fill in the dialog); 
the fifth is property, difficulty level (select one from very 
easy, easy, medium, difficult, very difficult), points (positive 
integers), finish time (minutes), click submit to complete the 
operation or click return to return directly. 

2) Test paper library: The test paper library manages 
sorted prepared papers and used papers and papers from My 
Resources according to the teaching objects (T&F common 
course, elective course and minor course) and the semester's 
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teaching tasks and difficulty level, and the content is from 
the teaching syllabus, practical application problems, the 
required essential quality by the society for the major, skills 
of T&F events, teaching skills, organizational skills, training 
methods and means, organization of T&F events, T&F 
referee application rules, T&F research trend, T&F culture 
and sports injury and treatment etc. Query and query all: 
Choose the query conditions such as (10, 20, 50, 75, 100) 
items per page, paper name, released or not (yes or no), 
create time, content structure, or query all (Figure 4). 
 

 

Figure 4.  Test paper library management  

      Test paper management list displays paper name, author, 
state (if enabled), time (yyyy-mm-dd), operation (edit 
content, delete), the total of records, each item, refresh. The 
system management function of compiling test papers, 
delete in bulk, directory management, positioning and 
transfer. Compiling test papers: in adding test papers, add 
paper property, input paper name, description and type, 
whether released, click submit or return to complete the 
operation. After the submission, the paper name and 
description are set, and questions can also be added (essay 
questions, Q&A question, operation questions, calculation 
questions, blanks, true or false questions, multiple choice, 
single choice, short answer questions), or import questions 
(choose question type from course structure directory, or 
import questions from the stored questions; text and points 
of the questions can also be edited; or delete points and set 
the points to be applied to all the questions of the same type. 
Directory management: this directory is for the question 
library and test paper library, it features add directory, 
import teaching content directory structure, positioning, up, 
delete and return (Figure 4). 

3)  Assignment library: Assignment library includes 
assignments of T&F teaching methods and means, T&F 
competition organization form, the new rule of T&F referee, 
training methods, T&F fitness organization methods, 
research topic selection and methods and T&F practical 
application and so on, the question are set according to 
factors of the application of the theory and practice of 
knowledge, teaching schedule, teaching task and etc. The 
teacher (Management) can be designed according to 
different stages of teaching plan, he or she can also add new 

questions when certain problems are found frequently in the 
practice of teaching Assignment library can save finished 
assignments automatically or save assignments from My 
Resources, which is convenient to edit next time (Figure 4). 
      Users can browse all assignments in the assignment list 
in assignment library, assignments can also be screened 
through query; operations on assignments include add, edit, 
assign, delete, delete in bulk and view. The first is adding 
new assignments. First input assignment title and 
description, select assignment type (select one of text type, 
upload type, test paper type and question library type), click 
next to compile assignment content and answers (select 
answer type: upload answer, text answer). The second is to 
select items to delete in bulk, the number of items displayed 
(10, 20, 50, 75, 100) each page can also be set, use 
assignment titles to query assignments or view all 
assignments. The third is the assignment title, assignment 
type, release time, operation (edit, assign, delete, view) are 
displayed in the assignment list. 

C. Resource management of teaching task: 

1)  Assignment administration: In assignment 
management, users can browse all assignments in the 
system, or by screen assignments through query to browse 
targeted assignments; operations on assignment includes 
add new assignment, edit content, assign to class, modify 
assignment state, delete, delete in bulk and export in bulk. 
      In the assignment list, users can manage the assignment 
state, such as the undergoing assignment, assignment to be 
corrected, assignments ended, and assignments of other 
classed, assignment export. In the assignment state modules 
display assignment title, assignment teacher, course name, 
number of classes, deadline, number of students supposed to 
submit assignments, number of students having submitted, 
number of assignments corrected, number of assignments 
having been corrected, number of assignments having not 
been corrected, operations (operation state, correcting, 
delete, view; operation state shows whether the assignments 
is undergoing or has been ended, and its deadline; correcting 
shows state of students whose assignments are to correct or 
having been corrected or not, in the to be correct list shows 
the student number, name, submission time, points, 
correcting, delete and notice; in the list of student who have 
not submitted assignments, there are the student number, 
student name, email address, delete and notice; in the 
corrected list, there are the student number, student name, 
submission time, points, correct and delete. Click export 
assignment package in the operation to export the 
assignment. 
      Assignment management module extract and re-edit the 
different types and grades of questions from the question 
library, or to edit new assignments and their answers in the 
module according to the new assignment arrangement; 
assignment management is linked to the user assignment on 
the home page, the user can enter the assignment through 
assignment bar to finish and submit assignments directly, 
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the teacher can also correct assignments on the home page. 
Homework assignment and correcting: teachers select 
different questions in the assignment library to combine 
them into an assignment, student users click assignment on 
the home page to finish, save and submit the assignment; 
teachers then correct the assignments and give marks. 

2) Test management: Test content reflects technical 
principles, teaching methods, training plan, referee rule, 
field drawing principle, fitness principle, research methods, 
the preparatory work and the countermeasures of practice of 
T&F teaching, the contents are sorted and stored in test 
paper library and question library according to the practical 
application and theory, the test papers are managed in the 
form of extracting and combining questions from test paper 
library and question library to compile papers according to 
the task requirement of the mid-term and final term. 
      In the test paper list, the user can browse all the test 
papers in the system, the user can also screen papers through 
query; operations on the test include compile test paper, 
delete, delete in bulk, edit, assign test, edit property, edit 
content and view the content of the test. The first is to 
compile test papers: fill in the test title, description, and 
select compiling way (import paper--add paper from test 
paper library, import question, select one of the selection 
strategy) and click next. Users can also delete records in 
bulk. Second, in the lists of undergoing test, test to be 
corrected, test ended, test of other classed display test title, 
assignment teacher, course name, deadline, number of 
classes, number of students supposed to submit test, number 
of students having not submitted test, number of tests 
corrected, number of tests not corrected, operations (correct, 
delete, view). Third, in the query and query all dialog box 
displays (10, 20, 50, 75, and 100 items) per page.  
      In online timed test arrangement, teachers combine 
different types of questions from question library, set the 
respective points and the proportion of different question 
types and answering modes; then release class title, test time, 
test form and teachers give marks after the test and release 
the final results. 

3) Forum management: Course T&F 2 Forum -- new 
section: add new sections to the course according to the 
actual needs of teaching, such as section name, whether 
locked (yes, no), students can only view but can't release or 
reply questions when locked, or whether disabled (yes, no), 
student cannot see the plate when disabled. 

 

Figure 5.   Forum management list 

     Enter the new section, users can query, ask new 

questions, delete, check all questions, essential questions, 
standard answers, debate, voting and etc. query: query of 
key words, in the very section; advanced query: the very 
section, key words, key words range (titles or content), start 
date, finish date, search date, search author and etc. New 
questions: edit or add questions, release a new question or 
edit an existing question, title, question description, whether 
to launch a vote or debate, whether pre-query questions (if 
you do, the system will search correspondent answers 
according to your question), choose an icon (in a 18 
emoticons), submit to complete the operation, click "return" 
to exit. Delete: delete the ticked section title (Figure 5). 
      All questions: all the questions in the section (the 
author's name, reply, view, the last released), click on a title 
to enter the dialog, namely the teacher introduces a topic, 
and set the scope and specific requirements. Users can edit 
students' replies (reply to the title, you reply, select an icon, 
submit or return), make reference (reply title questions, 
refers to a student's reply or modify the reply and select an 
icon to submit or return), quick recovery downward arrow 
key (reply to a student's reply on the topic, users can use 
expressions, text, pictures, videos to reply or empty all 
content). Reply to the entire topic: first, select an icon; 
second, reply; third, use the dialog functions (pictures, text, 
videos, background), then click "reply" to release a 
summary reply (Figure 5). 
      Set as answer: click "set as answer" to make the title red 
labeled as the "standard answer", the "set as answer" then is 
changed to common questions. Top: place the title at the top. 
Lock: lock or unlock the title. Essence: "set as essence" 
helps future query. Setting and delete of new section: 
section information manages basic information: section 
name, locked or not and disabled or not. Access permission: 
tick classes (or group) to authorize them access permissions 
and determine the scope of authorization (Figure 5). 
      The forum is mainly related to T&F teaching, training, 
refereeing, events, research, self-protection, celebrities and 
etc., the teacher (administrator) organize discussions and 
debates in the form of groups according to the teaching 
schedule and the problems reflected by extracurricular tasks, 
and the teacher can give students guidance and evaluations 
during or at the end of the discussion process; further 
classification and integration of the question and answer 
resources of every discussion and debate activity help the 
summarizing information management of the students' 
problem analyzing and solving abilities, and it is more 
convenient in the future as a reasonable answer reference 
resources if similar problems should occur (Figure 5). 

According to the teaching tasks, students' self-answering 
information and collaborative learning module combined 
with the requirement of traditional teaching and social 
practice, practical cases are extracted to practice group 
discussion and application analysis. My Questions in the 
forum: students post questions they do not understand in the 
forum and other students and teachers participate in 
answering the questions and related discussion. Problems 
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raised by every student in the class should be solved, 
problems which needs to track should be discussed 
according to its process and propose solutions (Figure 5). 

Teaching methodology such as innovative games, contest, 
collaborative study and discussing thinking are applied 
according to the variety of T&F events and the requirements 
of the teaching goals, teaching content and quality of primary 
and middle schools; the factors needed in the practice of 
middle schools such as training, refereeing, T&F culture 
atmosphere are implemented, which reflects the target of the 
activity. The collaborative activities are designed not only by 
teachers but also by students themselves. Teachers design the 
specific requirements, organization, key points, final solution 
and the expected effects; students design similar activities to 
stimulate their own practical application ability and teachers 
have case analysis with students on problem solving and 
innovative focus during the process to improve students' 
innovative designing ability. Collaborative discussing 
activity should be integrated with the T&F teaching, training, 
and refereeing of primary and middle schools, the goal is to 
collect cultural characteristics, job characteristics, network 
environment information and course design of T&F 
according to the basics of the teaching plan (knowledge, 
skills and attitudes) (Figure 5). 

IV. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 

A. User information management effect  

 

Figure 6.  User resources management  

Figure 6 shows that 40.00% of the experts believe that 
the effect of user resources management is very significant, 
46.67% think it significant, 13.33% average; 47.78% of the 
students' evaluation is that it is very significant, 50.28% 
significant, 1.94% average; no one thinks of the effect of 
user resources management not significant. Overall, the 
content of user information contains a complete 
representative personal resource and is convenient to confirm 
students' or teachers' identity; in the management of teaching 
task resources, the contact information of teachers and 

students and all the personal information are from My 
Resources, and it also improves the user information's 
redacting, saving, updating and referring between systems. 
The guiding content setting mode of dialog box in the user 
information section helps administrator have a 
comprehensive description of users' personal information, 
and updating the source of information in different periods 
can timely keep track of personal property and contact 
information, and the management effect is excellent. 

B. My resources management effect 

 

Figure 7.  The management effect of my resources 

Figure 7 shows that 36.67% of the experts believe that 
the management of my resources is very effective, 56.67% 
think it effective, 6.66% average; 46.11% of the students' 
evaluation is that it is very effective, 49.45% effective, 
4.44% average; no one thinks it invalid. Overall, My 
Resources include sections such as T&F teaching, research, 
personal information, referee, training, events, undergraduate 
thesis, T&F thesis; its subsystem's delaminated knowledge 
base has features such as save, edit, move, locate, upload, 
resource query, delete resource, add file, resource 
synchronization and copy to course; to complete the 
resources base's setting, definition, classification, 
comprehensive designing effect and the edition of raw 
materials are conducive to adding and updating resource 
modules; Gather prospective materials for compiling course 
property, personal information, teaching tasks resources, so 
as to enhance the systematic management effect of the 
module's sustainable supplement, upgrading, reusing and 
interaction and etc. 
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C. Course property resources management effect   

 

Figure 8.   Course property resources management  

Figure 8 shows that 33.33% of the experts believe that 
the management effect of course property resources is very 
effective, 53.34% effective,13.33% average; 43.06% of the 
students' evaluation is that it is very effective, 50.56% 
effective, 6.38% average; no one thinks it invalid. Generally, 
course property module includes introduction, course 
director, chief instructor, teaching staff, course description, 
course video, self-evaluation, course construction and plan, 
course syllabus, which reflect the course's property features; 
users can update personal basic information timely according 
to the development requirement of the course; chief 
instructor and the teaching staff can update the teaching 
resources according to the different requirement of different 
teaching stages; course description and course plan are 
drawn in accordance of reform trends at home and aboard; 
course video uses different excellent videos to highlight the 
course's features; self-evaluation expresses chief instructor's 
advice on adaptation, innovation and effects of the course 
teaching; syllabus includes materials such as teaching goals, 
property, content allocation, class hours and test forms of 
T&F courses. The management of course property module's 
function key, dialog box design, classification, definition, 
query, edit, delete, reference of different resource modules 
are conducive to the resource's adding, updating, editing, and 
the content diversity, its visual effect is excellent and its 
systematic management is very effective. 

D. Teaching task resources management effect   

 

Figure 9.  Teaching task resources 

Figure 9 shows that 40.00% of the experts believe that 
the management of teaching task resources is very diverse, 
40.00% diverse, 20.00% average; 50.83% of the students' 
evaluation is that it is very diverse, 46.95% diverse, 2.22% 
average; no one thinks it monotonous. Overall, teaching task 
resources include assignment library, question library, 
assignment management, test management and forum 
management. The resource base stores assignments, 
questions and test papers, and it has all the needed functions 
such as add, edit, select question type, answer text and points 
allocation, administrator can use the reminder program in the 
resource interface to compile the resources and save them in 
the forms of assignments, questions, test paper library and 
update them regularly according to the teaching progress and 
content combination, mid-term and final test requirements, 
key points of theoretical and practical application tests, 
innovative mode of T&F teaching, events, refereeing, 
training, research, culture and sports medicine, which is 
conducive to assignment and test management. The forum 
activity resources reflect the effect of the topic discussion 
activities arranged by the administrator (teacher), and it tests 
students' knowledge command level of the period; the 
process of communication, criticism, optimization of 
resources in the activities helps the classification and 
summary of study tasks. 
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E. Analysis of the effect of resource links and functions 

 
Figure 10.  Resources links and function  

 Figure 10 shows that 43.33% of the experts believe that 
the effect of the resource links and functions are very notable, 
40.00% notable, 16.67% average; 43.89% of the students' 
evaluation is that it is very notable, 50.28% notable, 5.83% 
average; no one thinks of the links and functions are invalid. 
Overall, the links between, and the functions of, the modules 
such as user information, personal information, course 
property and teaching task are very effective. The link paths 
between the modules are clear and the practical application is 
smooth, which helps the transmission between the modules, 
and which reflects the management effect of reference, 
automatic storage, real-time editing and updating between 
the database and resource management. The text, fonts, 
images, video, background color and images in the dialog of 
user information, personal information, course property and 
teaching task can be edited, which helps the administrator 
(teacher) perform comprehensive editing on different module 
resources, improve the visual effect, resource storage and 
sustainable use of the resources.  

 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

 The T&F web course teaching activity resource 
management includes resources of user information, my 
resources, course property and teaching task, the resource 
modules have essential characteristics, rich in content, 
interactive between modules, complementary with each other, 
which improve sharing and updating of the resources; and 
the function of each module is diverse, convenient to operate 
and has the function of guidance, which helps the editing, 
reference, and the efficiency of inter module linking; it is 
also with higher level of management mode of classification, 
guidance, add and save, which is conducive to the integration 
and organization of T&F teaching activity resources. This 
study is applicable to the students majoring in physical 
education, and to the management of teaching activity 
resources in track and field web course. 
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